The quality and maintainability of a knowledge graph are determined by the process in which it is created. There are different approaches to such processes; extraction or conversion of available data in the web (automated extraction of knowledge such as DBpedia from Wikipedia), communitycreated knowledge graphs, often by a group of experts, and hybrid approaches where humans maintain the knowledge graph alongside bots. We focus in this work on the hybrid approach of human edited knowledge graphs supported by automated tools. In particular, we analyse the editing of natural language data, i.e. labels. Labels are the entry point for humans to understand the information, and therefore need to be carefully maintained. We take a step toward the understanding of collaborative editing of humans and automated tools across languages in a knowledge graph. We use Wikidata as it has a large and active community of humans and bots working together covering over 300 languages. In this work, we analyse the different editor groups and how they interact with the different language data to understand the provenance of the current label data.
INTRODUCTION
A wide range of applications today are using linked data, e.g., question answering [2] and natural language generation [1, 7, 8] . Many of those tools are dependent on the natural language representation of the concepts in the knowledge graph. Labels can represent the same concept in a variety of languages. However, the web of data at large lacks of labels in general, multilingual labels in particular [10] . A large international community can help to generate a wider coverage of labels by contributing translations.
Wikidata, a collaborative knowledge graph with a large international community, is widely used in a variety of applications. For instance, it is the structured data backbone of Wikipedia. Wikidata's language distribution is less severe compared to the web at large. However, there is still a strong bias towards English, and the coverage of other languages is lacking [11] . The community of Wikidata consists of humans and bots working alongside each other. This community can contribute to closing the language gap. To understand the provenance of the current label data we analyse the different editor groups and how they contribute to the distribution of languages within labels.
There are different actors contributing to the content of the knowledge graph. We define three groups of editors, analogously to Steiner [18] :
(1) Registered users: Editors with an account and a user name. We treat each user name as a different user. (2) Anonymous users: Anonymous users edit without a user account. Instead of a user name, their IP address is recorded. We treat each IP address as one user. (3) Bots: Bots are automated tools that typically work on repeated tasks. We focus on a comparison of these three different types of editors on a set of different dimensions. We explore the multilinguality among the three user groups, particularly whether automated tools are comparably multilingual to humans, which group is the most active in label editing and what kind of patterns we can find in their edit activity over time. We hypothesize that human editors tend to edit in different languages on the same items, i.e. translating labels of one concept, while bots edit different entities in the same language, i.e. importing labels in the same language for a variety of concepts. This would align with the assumption that for a bot one repetitive task (such as importing labels in one language) is easier than a complex task (such as translation of labels in different languages with the context of one item's information). We focus on two editing patterns: (1) a high number of different entities edited and a low number of languages, i.e., monolingual editing over different topics and (2) a low number of different entities and a high number of languages, i.e., translation of labels. Further, we want to understand the connection between languages that editors contribute to.
Finally, we investigate the connection of multilinguality and number of edits. Following the work of [5] , who conclude that multilingual editors are more active than their monolingual counterparts, we test whether this holds also for Wikidata editors. The hypothesis is the higher the number of distinct languages per editor, the higher their edit count.
In the following, we first give an overview of the related work in the field of multilingual knowledge graphs and collaboration. Then, we introduce the metrics used in the study to explore the multilingual editing activity of humans and bots in Wikidata. We present and discuss our results in the Sections 4 and 5, and conclude with Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Our work focuses on multilingual knowledge graphs. Work in this field has mainly focused on how to construct the ontology (or vocabulary) for such a multilingual knowledge graph [13] or the analysis of the existing content in terms of labels and languages on the web of data [3, 10] . A tool to support the users of a knowledge graph to import labels in other languages is the Labeltranslator introduced by Espinoza et al. [4] . This tool supports the translation of existing labels in other languages.
Collaborative knowledge graphs are edited by a community of users that maintain the knowledge graph in collaboration. Another approach to create and maintain a knowledge graph is by automatic extraction or conversion of data from different sources (e.g. DBpedia [12] ). Hybrid approaches, that use automatic tools and human contributions, have the advantage of the large amount of data that can be imported automatically and the precision that human editing has to offer [17] . Our work focuses on Wikidata [20] . Wikidata employs such a hybrid approach, where a community of human editors is supported by automatic tools, so-called bots, that can take over the large amount of mundane and repetitive tasks in the maintenance of the knowledge graph that do not need human decision-making.
We have previously investigated the coverage of multilingual content of Wikidata [11] and conducted a first study on the editing of editors of Wikidata [9] . However, this study is limited to the users that self-assessed their editing languages based on the BabelBox. We extend this work by studying the different user types of Wikidata in-depth and with the background of the difference between humans and bots. We split them into registered editors, anonymous editors, and bots, following the work of Steiner [18] . The author introduces an API for the edit history and conducts analysis based on the data provided. In terms of language edits, they observe which Wikipedia version is most edited by each of the three user groups. Sindhi Wikipedia is purely bot edited, Javanese Wikipedia is purely human edited. They do not apply their metric to Wikidata. Tanon and Kaffee [19] introduce a metric to measure the stability of property labels, i.e. how and whether they change over time. In this work, we use the edit history to draw conclusions on how the labels are edited, similar to our previous work. There have been approaches to explore the editing of multilingual data in Wikidata, particularly of its properties [17] , e.g. through visualization [16] . Müller-Birn et al. [14] investigate editing patterns in Wikidata. Wikidata is defined in their work as a combination of factors from the peer-production and collaborative ontology engineering communities. They also differentiate between human and algorithmic (bot) contributions.
Our understanding of user-contributed content in multiple languages is currently mostly focused on Wikipedia. Wikipedia only covers one language per project, and the different language versions vary widely in size and coverage of topics [6] . In terms of Wikipedia editors, there have been multiple studies on which languages they interact with most. Most relevant for our work is the study on multilingual editors [5] . They introduce a variety of metrics to explore the editing behaviour of Wikipedians across different language Wikipedias. They show that only 15% of editors edit more than one language. However, those multilingual editors make 2.3 more edits than their monolingual counterparts. Park et al. [15] deepen this finding by showing that the edits by multilingual Wikipedia editors are also more complex. Studying the community of Wikidata brings additionally to Wikipedia is an important direction of research, as it is comparable to Wikipedia yet in fundamental parts very different: the project itself is multilingual, the data structure is very different from Wikipedia, there are different shares of editing between bots and humans and there is an overall higher number of daily edits. Bots in Wikidata do repetitive taskstranslation of words is mostly out of scope, however, transliteration or adding names in Latin languages is a feasible task for bots. 
METHODS
In this section, we present the dataset and the dimensions used to analyse Wikidata's collaborative editing activity. The code for data preparation and the metrics can be found at https://github.com/luciekaffee/Wikidata-User-Languages/ tree/OpenSym2019.
Data preparation
Edit History. Wikidata provides whole dumps of its current data as well as the entire editing history of the project. We worked with a database dump of Wikidata's history, as of 2019-03-01. The data is provided in XML, we converted the data to a PostgreSQL database. The database fields resemble the fields of the XML structure. We extract only label edits by filtering on the wbsetlabel-set or wbsetlabel-add tag in the edit comment. The history dump includes all information from 2012-10-29 to 2019-03-01. We split the database into three tables (one for each of the user types): registered, anonymous and bots. We define an edit as any alteration of a label, creation, and updating of a label are treated as the same. In the following, we use the term edit only for edits to labels unless specified otherwise.
Users. We split the users into three groups: registered, anonymous and bot editors. Bots on Wikidata are created by community members to import or edit data repetitively and in an automated manner. To ensure that their editing follows the standards of the knowledge graph bots need community approval. Each bot has a unique username and is flagged as a bot. We use the list of bots that have a bot flag on Wikidata 1 . Since historical bots might not currently have a bot flag, we 1 List of bots with bot flag: https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Bots add to the list of bots all users that have a bot pre-or suffix, as this is how bots are supposed to be named. Registered users are all users that have a username and do not have a bot flag (or are otherwise marked as bots). Anonymous users do not have a username but an IP address which we treat as a username. This has the disadvantage that we treat each IP address as a single user, not knowing whether the IP address is used by several users. However, this gives us an insight of anonymous users at large, as we can observe their editing patterns in comparison to the other user types.
Dimensions
We introduce a set of dimensions, represented as quantitative metrics to measure the multilingual editing activity of different user groups. An overview of all metrics can be found in Table 1 .
User Activity. We measure a set of variables related to the activity and multilinguality of the three user groups, that will build the base for the comparison. First, we calculate general statistics: the average number of labels edit per editor, the average number of languages edited per editor, the overall languages covered by each editor type and the average number of editors per language. This gives us a broad insight into the activity of the community. Then, we explore the development of edits over time in the three different groups (edit timeline) by summing the edit counts per month. Finally, to understand the support of languages by the editors, we compare edit count and editor count. Edit count measures the number of edits per language, and editor count measures the number of editors per language. This builds the base to understand the following metrics.
Edit Patterns. We explore the different ways of editing over time between the three different groups. We hypothesize that human editors tend to edit in different languages on the same items, i.e. translating labels of one concept, while bots edit different entities in the same language, i.e. importing labels in the same language for a variety of concepts. We measure these editing patterns by measuring the jumps between different languages and entities. For each edit made, we count the number of switches between languages over time. E.g. someone editing (en, en, fr) would have a jump count of 1, i.e., from en to fr, someone editing (fr, de, fr) would have a jump count of 2, i.e., from fr to de and then de to fr. Analogously, we measure jumps between entities. A user editing Berlin's (Q64) label in German and then in French, moving on to the label of the item for London (Q84) in Amharic, i.e. (Q64, Q64, Q84) would have an entity jump count of 1. The numbers are normalized over the total number of edits by user. Generally there are two editing patterns we focus on. First, the part of the community that edits more in one language and therefore has a higher count in jumps of entities and lower in languages. Second, the ones that have a higher count in jumps of languages and lower in entities, meaning they translate labels on entities. This metrics can be applied to individual editors in future work. We measure the average over the three different groups to compare them and explore whether there is a tendency differentiating registered users, bots and anonymous user.
Language Overlap. Not only are we interested in the editing behaviour of the community, but also the languages that they edit. We create a language network graph where each node represents a language and the edge represents the cross-lingual edits by a single or more editors. The weight of the edges represents the number of editors that share this language pair. A language pair is the overlap of an editor that edits those two languages. For example, an editor that edits French, German and English creates three connections between those languages (fr-de, de-en, fr-en). Further, we investigate the connection between those language connections and the language families 2 they belong to.
Activity and Multilinguality. We test the hypothesis that a higher number of distinct languages per editor is connected to a higher edit count. We calculate the correlation of those values with Pearson's r, based on the scipy 3 package in Python.
RESULTS
We analysed our dataset of label edits based on the metrics introduced in Section 3. We split the dataset into three parts based on the usertype: registered users that edit with a username, anonymous users that edit without a username, and bots, automated tools marked with a bot flag of the bot preor suffix. In total, we considered 64, 836, 276 edits to labels. Out of all 3, 093, 684 registered users 4 , 62,091 users edited labels. This group of editors is responsible for 46.5% of all label edits. The largest group of editors are anonymous editors -a total of 219, 127 unique IP addresses edited Wikidata's labels. However, they contributed to only 0.7% of the label edits. From all bots currently registered with a bot flag 5 and all bots marked with a bot pre-or suffix, 187 bots edited labels. Bots have the highest share of label edits -52.8% of edits are made by bots.
User Activity. Looking at the average number of edits per editor in Table 2 , we find that bots contribute to the For the average number of language per editor, all editor types have a median of 1.0, showing that a majority of editors are monolingual over all three editor types. However, in average registered users and bots have a larger number of languages they edit, showing there are a few very active users compared to the large number of editors editing fewer languages. In Wikipedia, Steiner [18] found that bots are rarely multilingual, showing only ten bots are active in more than five languages. In Wikidata however, bots interact with multiple languages, up to 247 languages (see Table 3 ). In fact only over half of the bots (51.3%) are monolingual, even less than registered users (63.7%) and anonymous users (87.2, which is to be explained with the low edit count per editor), see Figure 2 . Even though registered editors edit fewer languages on average, the multilingual users edit up to 348 languages. Given the small number of edits per editor in the anonymous users, the low number of edits over languages in anonymous users is to be expected. Figure 3 shows the ranking of languages by edit count and editor count. While the languages overlap neatly for anonymous users (Figure 3c ), for the other groups there are strong differences. Given the low edit count by user for anonymous users, the alignment of edit count and editor count is evident. In the other groups, it indicates that more people can edit the language but are less active overall. In all graphs, English is leading for edit count and editor count which aligns with the overall content in Wikidata.
Edit Patterns. We analyse the edit patterns of the different editor types to understand the way the editors edit labels. We measure the change of labels or entities over time in jumps. The respective count of jumps is normalized over the total of the edits. We limit this metric to active editors, i.e. editors with at least 500 editors over all time. The results for the normalized numbers of jumps between entities and languages can be found in Table 4 . Generally, editors tend to switch more between entities than languages, i.e., there is Table 4 : Average number of jumps between languages and edits for all three user groups.
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less translation and more editing of labels in one language over multiple entities. However, there is a slight preference of registered editors to switch between languages compared to bots. Over all their edits, bots tend to edit in one language before switching to the next one.
Language Overlap. We measured the languages that are connected by editors' activity. In Figure 5 we visualize the language connections, limiting them to the ones that are higher than the average, following the work of [5] . For registered users, Figure 5 (a), we see that there is a higher overlap of languages than for bots and anonymous users. While we showed in the previous section and Table 3 that bots edit a variety of languages, the low number of connections in the graph can be explained by the fact that those diverse editing patterns are rare and therefore do not pass the threshold for the weight. Anonymous users have a slightly more diverse editing pattern than bots. However, there are languages connected to only one other node, such as Vietnamese. Those are usually connected to English.
Further, to understand the connection between languages that are edited together and the language families, we counted the number of connections that are in the same language families and compared them to connections in other language families. Figure 4 shows the number of connections for each user group. Even though there is a tendency towards edits in the same language family for all user groups, overall there is no clear connection between language families and editors editing those languages together.
Activity and Multilinguality. We tested the hypothesis that multilingual editors are more active than their counterpart. First, we looked into the percentage of multilingual users, as shown in Figure 2 . The majority of users edits in only one language even though even a single edit on a label in a different language would make them multilingual in this graph. Figure 6 shows the number of edits (y-axis) and the number of languages edited by the editor (x-axis). There is no clear correlation between the number of languages and the number of label edits as can be seen in the figure. We measured Pearson's r to test the correlation between number of edits and number of languages edited. We used a 
DISCUSSION
In this study, we analysed the editing history of Wikidata towards the editing of labels between three user groups: registered editors, bots and anonymous editors. Understanding of label editing is an important topic as labels are the human-readable representation of the concepts in a knowledge graph. We focus on labels, that are different from other statements in a number of ways: For example, for editors, they can only edit labels if they are somewhat familiar with the language. This work can be extended to other type of statements on a hybrid knowledge graph. We investigate the three user groups towards their label editing and highlight the differences. We find that bots edit by far the most number of edits but less across different languages compared to registered users. Anonymous users have not only low edit count in general and per user, but also less number of edit languages. Active users do not necessarily cover more languages in their editing. Below are the detailed comparisons by user group.
Registered Editors. Registered users accounts the middle between bots and anonymous users: there are less than anonymous users, but they have a higher count of edits per editor. While they edit between languages, they edit fewer languages per editor on average than bots. However, they show a much higher connection between languages than all other user groups. While they are more likely to edit different entities with each edit, they have a higher count of translation (editing different languages after another) than bots.
Bots. Bots, automated tools on Wikidata, have by far the most edit count and contribute to most of the label data even though they are much less in number than registered or anonymous users. A few bots edit a lot of languages, however overall they are not as multilingual as their human counterpart. Compared to bots on Wikipedia, however, they reach much higher counts of languages edited. They are less likely to switch between languages, rather edit one language after another.
Anonymous Editors. Anonymous users are the largest in number but lowest in contribution to label edits. The low number of edits makes it difficult to compare them to the previous groups. Compared to the low edit count per user, there is high cross-lingual activity.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an analysis of multilingual label editing in Wikidata by three different editor groups. We identify three types of editors: registered editors, bots, and anonymous editors. Bots contributed to the most number of labels for specific languages while registered users tend to contribute more to multilingual labels, i.e., translation.
The hybrid approach of Wikidata, of humans and bots editing the knowledge graph alongside, supports the collaborative work towards the completion of the knowledge graph. The different roles of bots and humans complement each other, as we outline in this work. Future work will deepen the understanding not only of the work that the three editor groups do but also how they interact and support each other and how this can be facilitated. The results of this work can be a starting point for a variety of tools to support the editors, e.g., by suggesting edits to editors based on the knowledge of what bots typically do not do and analogously, suggest the creation of bots for typical bot tasks in labels.
